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Food & Drink  delicious encounters

RediscoveRy

Cheers! The 
Porter Expands 

Because 500 beers just  
weren’t enough

when molly gunn and Nick Rutherford opened the Porter 
Beer Bar in Little Five Points four years ago (a few weeks before 
getting married, no less), their combined skills boded well for 
their future. They had met at Seeger’s, where he was a sous chef 
and she worked in the dining room. Accustomed to an environ-
ment that demanded excellence, they embraced their much 
more casual project with the same drive for mastery. In beer 
circles, the Porter has risen to national fame for its huge, carefully  
curated inventory.

The bottle count grew from around 500 to nearly 800 earlier 
this year, when Gunn and Rutherford took over the space next 
door that had previously housed a tattoo parlor. They increased 
their storage and built a wonderfully atmospheric private room, 
the Beer Cellar, lined with wooden shelves of vintage bottles such 
as a 2009 Scottish Harviestoun Ola Dubh aged in whiskey casks. 
Belgian high-gravity beers, American stouts, and sour beers, 
kept at a constant 65 degrees, age particularly well, deepening in 
nuance over time. The Beer Cellar seats twenty-five and is now 
routinely used for special family-style menus (for example, a 
themed smoked fried chicken and biscuits dinner) served at a 
long farm table.

Rutherford experiments constantly in the kitchen. When not 
perfecting ramen noodles or adding a Seeger-style white tomato 
mousse to an heirloom tomato salad, he may be oven-drying 
watermelon and tossing it with honey powder in an arugula 

salad, or composing a brunch special of chorizo and scrambled 
eggs in steamed buns with salsa verde, avocado, and adobo 
potatoes. He doesn’t showboat about the local produce he uses 
and maintains a core menu full of imaginative bar food, such as a 
grilled Caesar salad with anchovies and poached egg. Every dish, 
of course, comes with suggested beer pairings. 1156 Euclid Avenue, 
404-223-0393, theporterbeerbar.com —christiane lauterbach

  ↳  online   Read more of Geering’s musings on the local food scene at atlantamagazine.com
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sheepish
atlantans rebecca and ross 
Williams launched Many Fold 
Farm in South Fulton’s Chat-
tahoochee Hills in 2009, and 
a year later they began selling 
eggs, lamb meat, and blueber-
ries at local farmers markets. But 

it wasn’t until late this past June 
that sheep cheese, their show-
case product, made its debut. 
First the husband-and-wife 
team had to establish a flock, 
survive their initial lambing 
season, and build the creamery, 
a gleaming 3,000-square-foot 
facility—capable of producing 
about 14,000 pounds of cheese 
a year—that was finally licensed 
this summer.

The learning curve has proved 
worth the effort. The couple, 
still in their twenties, are the 
only independent makers of 
sheep’s-milk cheese in Georgia, 

and one of a handful in the 
Southeast. Their initial efforts 
show astounding skill. There’s 
brebis, a bright soft cheese with 
a texture similar to fresh chèvre 
and a sweetness that hints of 
apple, and Condor’s Ruin, an 
aged beauty gently coated in 
vegetable ash. A firm but 
creamy Peekville Tomme 
cheese will be unveiled 
in late fall.

As they continue 
to introduce 
new cheeses, 
don’t expect 
the familiar. 

“We’re not going to do a feta,” 
Rebecca Williams says. “our phi-
losophy is to make cheeses that 
you can’t get. The Spaniards do 
a really good Manchego; i don’t 
think i can improve on it.” Many 
Fold cheeses can be found at 
Peachtree Road Farmers Market 

on Saturdays and at Star Pro-
visions. manyfoldfarm.com 

—deborah geering
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condor’s 
Ruin

The Beer cellar


